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The purpose of my thesis paper is to define the
style of theatre known as Constructivism by outlining

11·
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and describing the theatrical conventions utilized by
the Constructivists.

These descriptions are based on

research I have collected from various sources.

It is

important for any scholar to realize that it is
difficult to define an artistic movement, due to the
fact that styles are forever changing.

This is why I

have chosen to focus on the style at the time of its
inception.

By focusing on this fixed point I am able

to define the original intent of the style.
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Havin

a basic

understanding of theatre as it relates to time and
place is vital to understanding and appreciating any
artistic movement and its �ignificance to theatre
history and society as a whole.
The history of the Soviet Union from its b ginning
in 1917 is, as scholar Bown puts it, " ...one o
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great dramas of the 20 century (Bown 1) ." It was also
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2
the most influential factor on Russian art and theatre
of the period.

Scholar Lodder states that the new

"...radical reassessment of artistic activity was a
direct response to the experience of the Russian
This is the reason

Revolution of 1917 ... (Lodder 1) ."

that Soviet art is classified into terms that are
Soviet history as

generally associated with politics.

well as Soviet art can be classified into two periods,
the "revolutionary period" and the period of "corrupted
communism" (Bown 2) •

Bown states that the "...two

contrasting schemes suggest on the one hand that art
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art er at d during Ru ·ia's

Revolutionary period of 1917.

Scholar Bown emphasizes

the importance of art on the social and political
paradigms of the Soviets and how the two are
intertwined:
...art practiced throughout the Soviet period w- · o
tightly knitted into the social and politic 1
fabric that in periodizing Soviet art it i often
tempting to appeal to events of extra-artistic
significance to provide a framework (Bown 3).
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In the midst of the First World War, the Russian
people began to criticize the failures of their
In February of 1917, riots

government and the tsar.

broke out and a major political revolution was set in
motion.

A temporary government was installed to

maintain peace in the capital city.

It was at this

time the tsar, Nicolas II, resigned.

In October of

1917, the Bolsheviks, directed by party leader Vladimir
Iiyich Lenin, overthrew the temporary government and
obtained political control of the State of Russia.

The

political upheaval during the time of the Revolution
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the fact that people wanted a distraction from the
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riots and horrors happening in the streets (Gorchakov
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97).

The Russian theatre community embraced the

Revolution, and, therefore, the people embraced the
theatre.

The Russian private theaters saw the

Revolution as an opportunity to explore their
creativity with unlimited bounds.

The private theaters
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4
hoped that the Revolution would free them from the
tight hold on creativity held by the tsarist regime
(Gorchakov 97).
This was not possible before the Revolution, due
to the fact that the tsarist regime only gave financial
subsidies to its own imperial theatres and was
therefore able to justify its strict hold of creativity
throughout the State (Gorchakov 100).

The Imperial

theatres feared the Revolution because they did not
want to lose their first-rate status (Gorchakov 97).
During the eight months that separated the
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temporary government, which was in power during th
time of the Revolution, was not concerned with holding
strict creative control over the private theatres, and
the control was therefore lifted (Gorchakov 100).

This

included the ban on plays that had been forbidden by
the regime and the Orthodox Church.

Thi

l d to

surge of political satire aimed at the Tsarist r gime
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and the Orthodox Church (Gorchakov 105).

Theatre

became popular during this time because it was one of
the fist art forms to openly criticize the Russian
government (Gorchakov 105).

For the first time,

Scholar Gorchakov concludes, "theatre had obtained
freedom of speech, and assembly, the right to use the
stage to propagandize different political, religious,
and philosophical positions (Gorchakov 100)."
An abundance of new art emanated from Russia's
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Revolutionary period.

trendy nonconformist art groups that had been dubbed
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The art groups of the Russian avant-garde

all shared the same defining characteristic of an
optimistic anticipation of rebirth and a look toward

�I

the future rather than the past (White 202).

�I

artists of the Russian avant-garde violently oppo ed
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any linkage to the past (Bown 4).

Some of th
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extremist of the avant-garde advocated the d stru tion
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of national museums (Bown 4).

Scholar Abrams asserts

that " ...in rejecting the past, they rejected everything
indiscriminately including both academicism and genuine
classics of art (Guerman 6)."

The official Soviet

culture considered the ideology of the avant-garde
groups disrespectful and a slap in the face of
generally acceptable public taste (White 10).

Soviet

culture classified the art of ideology of the avantgarde alien, antagonistic, anti-Soviet, and unpatriotic
(White 10).

Although the public was generally offended

by the avant-garde, they were fascinated by their
·lluring t na ity (Gu rman 6).
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He was an enthusiastic support r of th

Revolution and used theatre to inform and educate the
masses of the politics of the day.

In a quote from a

letter to his friend and collogue Anton. Chekhov,
Meyerhold expresses his view of the current stat
theatre in Russia and stresses his position of
responsibility of the role of theatrical arti t
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I want all those who belong to the theatre to
achieve a consciousness of their high mission. I
am upset by my comrades' not wanting to rise above
narrow caste interests foreign to the interests of
society. Yes theatre can play a great role in the
reconstruction of all society (Eaton 58).
Meyerhold was indeed dissatisfied with the present
state of theatre in Russia before the Revolution.

He

once claimed that Russian theatre had been "wallowing"
in "disgusting slime" before 1917 (Braun 179.) Like the
artists of the Russian avant-garde, Meyerhold shared
many of their philosophical ideas of art and politics.
He shared their idea of embracing the new and
destroying tbe old.
i.n

nJy th
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Meyerhold was referred to as The Mast r of

soviet avant-garde theatre (Eaton 34).
The Russian Revolution inspired artistic heroes
and the Russian people on all fronts.
attempt to reach the people and to serv

Meyerhold's
the R-v lu

through artistic means is one of great m rit.
Meyerhold's revolt against Naturalism is said to hav
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brought theatre into the 20 th century, and the advances
made on his front are still influential to artists
today.

(Schmidt XII).

Scholar Marshal states that:

Meyerhold is now the acknowledged theatrical
genius of the century, and founding father of
modern avant-garde theatre who has influenced all
the theatre artists of the world ...(Marshal 143)
There are two plays of the period that were
directed by Meyerhold that I will be referencing as
examples: The Magnanimous Cuckold (1922) and Trust
D.E.(1924).

I will be referencing one of these two

productions in order to aid my descriptions of the
th

trical

onvention
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the appendix of this do ument.
Before I begin to define Constructivism, I must
first set up a basic vocabulary of the theatrical terms
that I will be mentioning.
There are as many theatrical styles as there
plays, and there are just as many interpretation
these styles as there are patrons of the arts.
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One must keep in mind the subjective nature of the
definition of these theatrical styles.

Since the

definitions of theatrical styles are left up to
interpretation, the definitions of them vary.

These

definitions are not concrete and are subject to change
over time.

Before one can begin to interpret the

definition of a particular theatrical style, one must
first define style. Scholar A.S. Gillette defines
theatrical style as "a method of expression in design
(Gillette 149) ."

The method of expression scholar

Gillette is referring to is the use of theatrical
conv ntions which charact rize th
.. i.m
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art of a specific
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theatrical styles and th ir time and place in theatre
history.

It is also important to have a clear

understanding of the style in which the play was
written, as well as the playwright's intention for the
play.

Scholar Sparre claims that one must understand

the style of the playwright's work in order to b

t

produce the play so as to transmit the playwright'·
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original intention to the audience.

Scholar Sparre

also claims that whether or not one chooses to design a
play in the same style in which it was written, one
must be aware of the characteristics of the styles that
were prevalent when the play was written (Sparre 75).
In her book Play Directing, scholar Francis Hodge
defines a theatrical convention as a contrivance that
is used which has symbolic value (Hodge 194).

Like

style, theatrical conventions develop out of necessity.
Theatrical conventions came out of the need to provide
an audience with a visual background that served the
ne d.
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theatrical styles often become so d

f

ply rooted into

the psyche of the artistic communities that created
them that artistic revolutions are often necessary to
overthrow them (Hodge 194).

This is, in fact, how

many theatrical styles of the late 19th century and
early 20 th century developed.
The turn of the last century bared witn s

to th

I -
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development of many theatrical styles, and stage
conventions, most of which are still in practice.
Scholar Gillette claims that "At the turn of the
century the field of scene design entered a period of
development and experimentation unparalleled by any
comparable span of years in 25 centuries of play
production."

The group of styles and counter-styles

which developed from all of this experimentation came

•
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"'r,r
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with unprecedented rapidity and were used with enough
regularity that they were dignified by specific names
(Gillette 149) .
Th
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* Scholar

sign styl
'ill -t stat s that th sc n
known as Naturalism is charact rized by a m ticul us
recording of facts and their incorporation into the
stage picture (Gillette 150) .

W,1

The origin of Naturalism can be traced back to the
High Gothic era, however, it was not a conscious and
organized theatrical style until the end of the 19 th
century(Russell 90) .

•

These styles were known as the "Isms," and they ·n lud
constructivism, Expressionism, Surrealism, Futuri m,
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and Symbolism.

Although each one of these theatrical

styles had their own unique set of popular stage
conventions, they all derived from the same desire to
retheatricalize the art of theatre (Cohen 242).

The

popularity of the Isms helped to put an end to
Naturalism.

Naturalism had run its course and was

scarcely used after 1914 (Gillette 151).

These new

styles moved progressively away from the traditions of
Naturalism and moved towards a greater sense of
imagination (Gillette 150).

It is this imagination

that has inspired the kind experimentation that
produce
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mov ment, which

blossomed, due to the country's new-found pride in the
artistic talents of their native born sons (Pope 7).
The artistic estheticism of Constructivism art inspired
the theatrical movement.
The theatrical movement developed in lar
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due to the patronage of the Russian Aristocracy who
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owned most of the countries private theatres and opera
houses.

It was entrepreneur S. Mamontov who first

suggested "that a scene design should be more than just
a background against which actors move."

These patrons

were aware of the artistic revolution that was

-

occurring in their country and employed artists to work
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in their theatres.

The aristocracy hired Russian

artists of all trades to design sets and costumes for
their productions (Pope 6).
The first wave of Constructivists were young
working class adults seventeen to eighteen years of age
had pr vi u. ly s rv d in th
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The constructivists r j
Naturalism (Pope 8).

t d traditi nal m de

of

The esthetics of the designs

produced by them resembled industrial design.

To the

Soviet public, these designs seemed to represent the
new world of machines (Guerman 6).

Scholar Cohen

states that these constructions "refl ct man in
machine age... (Cohen 243)."

The Constructivist

im d
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realize the Communist expression of material structures
(leach 94).

These constructions were a response to the

movement's need to fuse art and technology.
constructivist theatre is a style of theatre which is
not structured around traditional modes of theatrical
conventions, but rather engineering principals which
acknowledge technological artifacts and rhythms of a
dynamic industrial society (Cohen 243) .The
constructions maximized the potential of spatial
relations created between the actors and the audience,
and offered the actor and director the ability to
explore unbound

pac

(Leach 9
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und rstanding of th
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Mise-en-scene is defined as th

''arrangement of

all the elements in a stage picture either at a given
moment or dynamically throughout the performance
(Wilson G6) ."

To the Constructivists, the mise-en

scene of a set construction was just as crucial to the
telling of the story as the actors.

According to

Eisenstein's terminology, "The mise-en-scene it

lf
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becomes the attraction, that is, an independent and
primary element in the construction of the performance
(Leach 99)."

The Constructivists believe the mise-en

scene and the actor were alike in that they both had
their own physical dynamic which was used to perform an
action.

The action being performed by the mise-en

scene was of course the action of directing that
audience's attention to specific points on stage.

The

Constructivists were extremely consistent with their
style, and used everything to their advantage.
Meyerhold once stated that "The production of a play is
one p u l
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The most basic convention of Constructivism was
the use of raw materials to build the set
constructions.

The constructions were made from

scaffolds, wooden platforms, ladders, slides, wh

ls,

and other industrial materials (Coh n 243). Th
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The Magnanimous Cuckold utilized all of th
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materials, as Scholar Braun describes: "It {the set}
consisted of the frames of conventional theatre flats
and platforms joined by steps, chutes, and catwalks;
there were two wheels, a large disc...and a vestigial
windmill sail... (Braun 170)" (See figure 1).

These

industrial materials were chosen for their versatility
and for their overall utilitarianism (Leach 94).

In

his lecture notes, Meyerhold has stated the goal of the
utilization of raw materials to construct his sets:
In art our constant concern is the organization of
raw materials. Constructivism has forced the
arti t to become both rtist and engineer. Art
hou db b .' d n .' 'i nti..E" pr·n 'pl
th
n-i.r
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oh n put.· it, "by

mphasizing

the rhythms created by the dynamics of the industrial
work place (Cohen 243) ."
The use of highly recognizable industrial
materials coordinated very well with the architecture
of the theatre, which was often exposed.

Baring th

back brick wall of the theatre was a definit"v
theatrical convention of Constructivism (Braun 172).
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This convention was incorporated into the design of The
Magnanimous Cuckold as seen in figure 2.
The Constructivists rejected the art of scene
painting.

They believed that element of scene painting

would take the focus away from the new dynamic factor
of the mise-en-scene that was being created by set
construction.

Exposing the raw materials not only

created an original esthetic, which helped to define
their style, it also enabled them to focus on the
forestage.

The lack of painted scenery not only

contributed to the concentration of the mise-en-scene
c
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the theatre and the raw materials of the set
construction contributed to the performance
of the mise-en-scene by heightening the audience's
awareness of the theatricality of the spectacl
they were considered apart of.

The line of
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stage and the spectator.

Scholar Paul Schmidt states

that these set constructions pose the idea that " ...your
own behavior is involved in this, may be responsible
for this (Schmidt XVI).

These conventions would later

become the fundamentals of The Conscience Theatre
movement.
These conventions were applied to the roots of the
stories being told, the script.

The Constructivists

did not believe in author's rights and often changed or
reworked scripts in order to suit they conventional
needs (Braun 186).
ri.ti
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...th b t way t m st f £ cti vely c rmm.mi at the
s nee of a script was to make sur that its
verbiage did not interfere with the actor's
virtuosity.
If this necessitated some surgery on
the script, then it was ultimately in the best
interest of the drama itself: Any recreation of a
work justifies its existence if it springs from an
inner necessity (Symons 120).
The most used convention of this nature wa
convention of breaking scripts into episod
episodes were called bits.
(Eaton 56).

th
Th

Each bit had its own titl

These titles were usually projected onto a
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The best example of this convention is its

screen.

notable use in Meyerhold's production of Trust D.E.
D.E. was broken down into seventeen episodes (Symons

Ill

121).

These episodes lasted about ten to fifteen

minutes in length (Symons 122).

Breaking the story

into individual episodes allows the director the
ability to alter time and space as it is needed to
progress the action in the most efficient way (Schmidt
XV).

Scholar Symons states:
Just as he had striven for the ultimate in actor
mobility through biomechanics and the ultimate in
mobility f ·tage action through scenic
ou ht to "m bi. l i.z " th
onc,t u ti.v.i.. rn, o now h
ucl i n
r)
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on

using an episodic structure, by stating that "Meyerhold
advocated eliminating the traditional division of plays
into...episodes...in order to surmount the stagnation of
the pseudoclassical unity of action and time (Eaton
55).

This convention is consistent with the

constructivist/Futuristic philosophy of di a
from traditional modes of artistic estheti
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The Constructivists used projection screens in
many dynamic ways.

These projection screens were used

to give information about the scenes, introduce
characters, give ironic commentary about the scenes,
and it sometimes incorporated current political
propaganda that was relevant to the action and the main
idea of the plays.

The projection screens were usually

hung from the architecture of the theatre or mounted on
top of the proscenium arch (Leach 106).

Projection

screens were mounted onto the proscenium in the
production of D.E., as seen in figure 3.
Th
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production D.E.
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set -s

being
...comprised entirely of moving walls. These walls
were a series of eight to ten dark red wooden
screens, about twelve feet long and nine feet
high, which were moved on wheels by members of the
cast concealed behind each one. They were
deployed to represent different locations (Braun
187)
Scholar Herbert Marshal describes the effici n y
action:

"The actors, trained as they were, moved th

h
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walls with such skill that the changes appeared to be
miraculous ... (Marshal 129)" (see figure 4).
The stage picture created by the placement of the
flats resembled the modern silent film convention of
cinema montage (Marshall 129).

Marshal also comments

that the use of these technical elements during
climactic moments during the production "...Meyerhold
produced a kind of light symphony, which together with
the fantastic movements of the walls, truly created an
impression of tremendous dynamic action (Marshall
132)."
Th
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dir-ctly to th m, but it al. ·o

contributed to the performance of the mise-en-. cene by
utilizing technology to direct the audiences attention.
In this production Meyerhold incorporated not only
scenery, but live action and modern technology as well,
to create a stage picture and an effective mi
scene.
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Scholar Leach claims that this produ·t·on w

"A rare occasion in theatre history when

t ge flats
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have played a dynamic part in stage action (Leach
100) ."

Although these projection screens did not

always constitute as a part of the set construction,
they were always incorporated into Constructivist
designs.
The Constructivists incorporated stage lighting
into the performance of the mise-en-scene.

Area

lighting was used to direct the audience's focus
through the complex levels of action, and to reinforce
the mise-en-scene of the set construction.

Area

lighting was sometimes used to divide two scenes play
imult n

u. ly.

lightin , th

By u. in

C n ,, L . c · i. v i : · L :' w , . , .lb l.

:-nn

au i nc 's att ntj_on and pr

r .'-·.· Lil"' s - ry =>l:t i.

(Braun 186).

l h Iy

l i, rr; : I. l.h •
·i

n Ly

holar Eaton cl im · that M y rhold i.s

the " ...first director to use light verses dark as a
means of quickly presenting a series of brief episodes
(Eaton 53).
The Constructivists rejected set dressing and
scenic decoration.

They did use stage furnitur , but

they utilized it in the most efficient way po ·ibl .
Stage furniture served only two purpo es: to add to th

•-I
--I

-
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physical action of the play, and to contribute to the
performance of the mise-en-scene.

The mise-en-scene

created by the placement of the furniture directed the
audience's focus on the actors.

Stage furniture was

always chosen for its utilitarianism, and it was never
decorative.

Stage furniture was usually kept to a

minimum (Leach 102).
Although specific props and costumes were not
associated with Constructivism the utilization of them
was consistent with the other conventions of the style.
Props were kept to a minimum and were usually real-life
lndu ·-ri l ob' ct�, whi h w r

'J.'h

whi h wer

h

h

n for th ir

nst u·tlvlsts utllLz-

unit rm

u ually jumpsuits (s

figur

olurn 'S,
).

Th

geometric pattern of the jumpsuits was intended to
enhance the human form.

These jumpsuits enabled the

actors the ability to perform a wide range of physical
action.

The uniforms were always the same color, whi h

unified the characters as apart of an en·embl .
Individual characters were identified in subtl

w y .

The uniform jumpsuits reinforced the con ept that the

�

II
II
II

-

II
II
II
Ill

•
•
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set construction was a machine for acting (Leach 108)
The scene design style called Constructivism is
defined best by the theatrical conventions that
accompany it.

Constructivism allows for the maximum

utility of all theatrical elements to achieve a strong
and unified dramatic experience.
Although The Constructivist movement supported the
communist revolution, ironically, the Bolshevik party
rejected their style and would adopt Realism as the
official art of the Russian Soviet State.

The

Constructivist movement did however set an
d nt d

unpr
h·

V '

b

n

l: .n - r
l

fail d t
onstructivi�m ha

in Ru.

w i l h ll l

j_

n

r , whi h

lH� H,v luli,r1.

tJ:j_ ·i·ll .·t·1 ·

' ul
'T'lH

n

qll iL

n,

arn d it· place in th atr

hi·tory.

Appendix

Figure 1. The Magndnimous Cuckold (1922). From Christina Ladder,
RussiBn Constructivism . Copyright 1983 by Yale University Pres�.
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(1922). From Marjode 1. Hoover,
Magnanimous Cuckold
e
Th
.
2
. Copyright 1974 by University of
Figure
of Conscious Theater
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A
e
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�yerho
s Press.
Massachusett

Figure 3. Trust D.E. (1924). From Robert Leach,
Directors in Perspective Vsevolod Meyerhold.
copyright 1989 by Cambridge University Press.

Figure 4. Trust D.E. (1924). From Robert Leach,
Directors in Perspective Vsevolod Meyerhold.

copyright 1989 by Cambridge University Press.
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